Functional development of the visual system in normal and protein-deprived rats. IV. Latencies in the specific visual pathway of adult rats.
It was recently shown that an increase in latency of the cortical visual evoked response (VER) seen in young malnourished animals persists in adult rats given a low protein diet. In the present paper the VER latencies of the specific visual pathway were measured in order to establish the level at which the latency increase occurs in protein-deprived rats. The VER in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) showed no significant differences to onset or peak latencies between control (C) and the protein-deprived (PD) rats. The dLGN activity was higher in C rats than in PD rats. Late components differed in median values between the two groups, but the individual variations were large. Generally, the VER of the dLGN in PD rats was more stereotype compared with the C rats. Intracortical VER at a depth of 0.4-0.5 mm showed a small negative component of short onset latency in both C and PD rats. This component preceded the onset of the initial positivity recorded from the cortical surface by 1-2 ms in C rats and by 3-6 ms in PD rats. Following electrical stimulation of the dLGN, no differences in onset latency of the first cortical activity (monosynaptic response) were recorded between C and PD rats, whereas later activity was significantly delayed in PD compared with C rats. The laminar potential pattern was less distinct in PD compared with C rats, and the late components of the evoked response from deep cortical layers were markedly attenuated or lacking.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)